This paper deals with the application of Higher Order Statistics @OS) in a recognition system where the speech input is corrupted by noise. Cumulants, Biespectrum and Trispectrum are being used in noisy speech signal processing because of their immunity to noise. In this paper we introduce the use of integrated polispectrum and triespectrum in a recognition system based on a filter bank analysis. The results improves other HOS based methods without a substantial increase of the computational load.
INTRODUCTION
It is well known [l] that Higher Order Statistics @OS) (greater than two) of a Gaussian (white or colored) process are zero, third order cumulant of a process with a symmetric p.df is zero and the cumulant of the sum of two independent processes is the sum of the cumulants of both processes. Based on those properties, we apply HOS in the fkst stage of a recognition system where the speech is corrupted by noise. Ifthe noise i s gaussian, the cumulant of the speech input is the cumulant of the clean speech and the same assumption can be done if the noise has a symmetric p.d.f. which is true for most of real noises, and the analysis is pcrfomed by third order.
The advantages of using HOS in a recognition system are shown in [2] , [3] . Those Filter bank analysis is commonly applied instead of all pole modeling under noisy conditions, so, it is reasonable to assume that the results will improve using a bank filter.
Biespectnun is a two frequencies function and some drawbacks come in its application to a recognition system:
a) The calculus of the bispectrum is computationally expensive b) The variance of the bispecaYm estimator is greater than the variance of the Spectrum estimator. 
2.INTEGRATEDPOLISPECTRU'M
Let s(t) a stationary, discrete time, zero mean non Gaussian signal. Let n(t) a statiomy, discrete time, zero mean, Gaussian signal statistical independent of s(t). The signal s(n) is observed in additive noise x(t) = s(t) +n(t).
The third order cumulant of x(t) is:
Assuming that s(t) and n(t) are independent processes:
And finally, as the third order cumulant of a Gaussian (white or colored) process is zero GX (ik) = GS (i&) (2) ( 
3)
This equation shows that the cumulant of a process w i t h noise added is the cumulant of the clean process.
The bispect" of an stationary process is defined as the
Fourier Transform of the third order cumulant:
From the definition we see that:
Define the Integrated Bispectnun R X -7t -R From ( 5 ) and (6) the one slice zero lag cumulant can be easily related with the Integrated Bispectnun The third order one slice zero lag cumulant can also be interpreted as the cross correlation function of the signal and its square function and the integrated bispectrum is the cross spectrum of 8(t) and s(t).
The integrated bispectrum will be used in the recognition system. As far as the Gaussian noise vanishes in the Bispecr", also is zero in the Integrated Bispec" and the property of noise immunity holds.
The fourth order Cumulant of x(t) is defined as:
Assuming s(t) and n(t) independent and n(t) Gaussian
The Trispectnun is the Fourier Transform of the fourth order cumulant:
Define the Integrated Trispectnnn IT@)
From (1 1) and (12) the one slice zero lag fourth order cumulant is the Fourier Transform of the integrated Trispectrum:
If we define the process:
and the zero mean process
The fourth order zero lag Given a noisy speech frame of N samples x(t) = x(0) ... x(N-l), The two interpretations give the following estimation methods: 
RECOGNITION EXPERIMENT
We test the exposed methods in a isolated word recognition problem. For this purpose we use the TlMIT database composed by 11 isolated words (10 digits + "oh"). This results confinn that Bispectrum and T r i q " keep important information of the speech signal, and the noise reduction in the estimation is significant.
CONCLUSIONS
This paper shows the application of bispectrum or trispectrum in a standard recognition system based on a filter bank for recognition of noisy signals.
Integrated bispectrum or mspecmun are calculated Jiom a unique unidimensional slice, reducing significantly the computational load of the calculus of the poiispectnun. The chosen onedimensional slice has the additional advantage that can be better estimated hm a sample hme of length N than other slices.
The results show a good recognition rate in the S N R range from 5 to 20dB.
The properties of the bispectrum or t r i s p e c m against Gaussian colored noise or real noise, make them very suitable to work in real noise conditions. Any noise with a symmetric probability function has a third order cumulant equal to zero and the Integrated Bispecaum of the noisy signal is the same as the Integrated Bispectrum of the clean signal
The proposed methods can be easily improved applying general techniques used in robust speech recognition systems based on order two statistics.
